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Abstract— An increase in the number accident related to the 

permit to work (PTW) has overwhelming, as in the past, the 
explosion and fire accident which occurred in the Piper Alpha 
offshore oil and gas platform in 1988, have killed 167 workers, 
and also the lack of an issued permit for the actual job, was one of 
the reasons for the Hickson and Welch accident in 1992 was 
attributed mainly to human error including deficiencies in the 
permit to work (PTW) system. Moreover, at company XYZ (2015) 
because of PTW risk assessment is not adequately conducted 
onsite, and the technician neglect the potential hazard associated 
with his work, his experience a lost-time injury (LTI). Therefore, 
an enhancement of PTW by using GPS, Bio Metric (Face 
recognition) and IoT to make sure the worker doing PTW properly 
and make the risk assessment (process with Natural language) 
onsite before commencing the non-routine job is the essential 
safety requirement. This research is aim to enhance the existing 
conventional permit to work system (PTW) into ePTW, (Electronic 
Permit to Work) information system focus on creating Risk 
Assessment support by implementing a mobile cloud computing 
using GPS and Face recognition to verify that the workers are 
on-premises to do proper PTW and smart lock (IoT) to ensure the 
isolation done properly, all these features is to help reduce the 
probability of human errors or non-conformance. PTW 
enhancement evaluation is using Analytic Maturity Assessment 
Model to analyze whether the established system in the company 
or organization is mature enough and valuable of the safety 
processes and gives positive impacts to the company its overall 
business performance through safety best practice. 

Keywords : Permit-to-Work, PTW, GPS, Lock Out Tag Out, 
Face recognition, IoT, Hazard.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last couple of decades permit to work has become 
profound as safety best practice to plan a safety assessment 
prior to doing a job in the workplace. Here are some of the 
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problem in the protection of workplace workers according to 
the safety report in Korea Occupational Safety and Health 
Agency stated that about 37% or 49 of the 130 serious 
accident were associated with maintenance and safety work 
procedure [1], in chemical plant in Iran study shows human 
errors contributes approximately 50.7% of safety work 
procedure (PTW) [2], in construction site about 90% of 
workplace injuries happened because of unsafe work practice 
and behaviors [3]. That’s why this research is very important 

to reduce the accident or incident in company XYZ and find a 
digitalized solution to improve the permit to work system. In 
reality people tend to do short cut, and if they get lucky some 
of them will get away, but luck is not an option, do your job 
as per the procedure, and safe manner are very important 
point and saving one life is like saving the entire mankind, 
that’s why in this research the development of many 

precautions is required such face recognition and GPS to 
make sure the worker is onsite, to review the potential hazard 
in premises and IoT (smart lock) is to be used for isolation, 
moreover as shown in Fig.1 the root cause [4] of the accident 
through five why analysis [5], after investigation, it because 
not doing proper risk assessment is the main root cause of the 
injury. Hence in this research, is focusing on how to create 
proper risk assessment with the help of natural language 
processing (NLP), so that as per [2] human error can be 
reduced in the PTW issuance process and as support using 
face recognition, GPS and IoT.  

 
Fig.1. Five Why Analysis to find the accident root cause 

In this work, we motivate safety culture in company XYZ by 
using information and communication technology by 
developing an electronic permit to work system (ePTW) with 
the following contribution 
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 Prototyping ePTW supports face recognition and GPS 
system, to make sure the worker on work premises. 

 Prototyping Smart Lock Out Tag Out as an additional 
precaution to prevent equipment from running by isolate 
it. 

 Using an analytic maturity assessment model to evaluate 
the enhancement of PTW is as per company XYZ 
requirement.  

The above contribution will form an information system that 
will be discussed in another chapters, the aim of this system 
should reduce procedure deviation of PTW and the system 
should cope with legal requirement [6] and also introduce 
new way of safety practice on how mobile safety application 
program give an advantage in enhancing safety procedure 
(PTW) as well as an improving the company’s image and 

overall safety performance (reduce accident and incident). 

II. RELATED WORKS 

The complex and dynamic of permit to work toward 
safety risk assessment has interest many of researcher in 
many field (chemical, construction, etc.) from seeking on the 
root cause of failed PTW, into build a tool to help worker in 
workplace to have better understanding the hazard associated 
with the equipment, mitigate the hazards and plan their job 
safely. 

In [1] embedded the JSA(document of Job Safety 
Analysis) into PTW information system was introduce, the 
deduction of hazards and responded pre-risk and 
consequences presentation scheme was more effective, with a 
final Survey effectiveness of the information system: for the 
derivability of hazards, 78% of the responder answered the 
effectiveness of the new system was very high and 22% 
responded that it was high. [7] emphasize in mining industry 
despite of important contributor of Australian society the 
safety record was poor and PTW as safety approach is lack of 
conceptual and theoretical model. The essence of safe 
practice, from the point of view of those actually performing 
work, was not about having in-depth knowledge of, or 
compliance to, prescribed procedures; but the ability to 
perceive and distinguish between different types of situations 
and act accordingly when there was no clear path to follow, 
by modified prescriptions – repetitions – distinctions - 
descriptions (M-PRDD) model is a useful and pragmatic 
model for examining whether PTW systems enhance or 
hinder resilient engineering as a safety management strategy. 
Another enhancement in PTW, [8] develop work permit 
information system to eliminate paperwork and found 
effectively to reduce injury in the shipyard. In [9] thesis, it’s 

concluded an averagely 63% of respondents are not sure 
either the current PTW system helps to prevent hazard on the 
site effectively. This possibly due to the design of the system 
itself. One respondent raised that electronic approval will not 
achieve the safety objectives if it is approved by those who is 
not on the site. Supposedly, PTW and site verification prior 
work commencement should be done by personnel available 
at site as they directly observe the potential hazard. It also 
stated electronic permit-to-work system provide work order 
integration, risk assessment, isolation of hazardous activities, 
competency management, lesson learned and continual 
improvement, however, it does not help in improving the 
compliance of PTW. 

Moreover [2] and [10] research to determine the cause of 
PTW failure, [2] using Standardized Plant Analysis 
Risk-Human (SPAR-H) reliability Analysis for estimation 
human error probability. Quantify potential human errors 
probabilities in the PTW system. The Research shows 
between worker has a different human error (Safety officer 
0.002, SPV 0.0164, Site Man one 0.185, Site Man two 0.169) 
it happened because of lack of experience, training and 
procedure. And [10] using Data Mining to identify the main 
factor of PTW related accidents, which are classified under 
organization, human factors, communication, competency, 
procedure, etc. From their research the most contributor 
factor of PTW failure as per the following: Human Factor 
16.2%, Communication 16.2% and procedure 16.2%. 
Supervision 13.2%, Tools & Equipment 13.2%, Competency 
13.2% and Organization 11.8%. 

In construction field [11] using 2D construction drawings 
and text data, such as method statements, and discussions 
on-site as safety hazard identification case study tool, [3] 
using Ontology-based construction safety knowledge, toward 
automated safety planning for job hazard analysis using 
Building Information Modeling (BIM). Simulation of safety 
and visualization of model through BIM with safety 
resources, make worker able to plan for safety at front end 
and share the findings onsite. And [12] conclude the adoption 
BIM 4D modeling for site health and safety management 

currently remain low. 
Another method on safety assessment [13] introduce 

Weight allocation of an expert is revised by cluster analysis 
(to quantify data), to improve the rationality. Next, the fuzzy 
membership function is constructed, and fuzzy neural 
network safety assessment model is established, After the 326 
times of studies, the fuzzy neural network of bridge crane 
safety assessment was completed. To verify the network, 
they enter another five sets of evaluation samples are taken as 
verification samples into the network. Neural network output 
is compared with the results of the expert evaluation and 
they are identical. 

In this paper we would like introduce another method in 
PTW to create risk/safety assessment refer from hazard 
dataset, JSP and hazard repository from related equipment 
and supported using GPS, face recognition to verify that the 
worker is onsite to review present hazards and using smart 
lock (LOTO) as additional safety feature to ensure the 
isolation done properly, all these features is to help reduce the 
probability of human errors or non-conformance. 

III. RESEARCH 

FRAMEWORK/METHODOLOGY 

This paper aims to have the best practice of PTW in company 
XYZ therefore the methodology research framework of this 
thesis is using approach of [1] with some of the enhancement 
ePTW (See Fig.2). Where’s the ePTW is embedded with JSP 

to have more references on how to get the job done in safe 
manners as per procedure, while the JSP itself is created a 
base on each related equipment which every equipment has 
its own related hazards. The Dataset where build base on 
input from past accident or incident record and pre /post  
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hazard assessment of ePTW to have a better understanding 
what are the related hazard while doing the job, this will 
become the hazard references for future works on same 
equipment or location. The IoT make sure that the 
stakeholder that take parts on the job is legitimate and on 
premises to have better views of present hazard. 
 The premises collection using the GPS will be trigger by the 
following sequence: 

 ePTW Creation location (Issuer Face recognition) 
 Site visit on Hazard Identification or Risk Assessment 
 Receiver acknowledge the ePTW (Receiver Face 

recognition) 

 
Fig.2. Enhancement ePTW Framework. 

Safety, Health, Environment Management System (SHE-MS) 
are the umbrella (Code of Practice) for the framework to be 
implemented on company XYZ. 

IV. THEORY AND METHODS 

Gap assessment is introduced to know our current 
situation of PTW as per [1] survey audit conducted by 
auditing ten stakeholder using two aspect of audit (Safety & 
Work Performance) moreover as per [14], [15] Analytic 
Maturity Assessment Model is introduce to analyze whether 
the established system in the company or organization is 
mature enough and valuable of business access processes on 
certain aspect of the organization toward systematically 

organized on the way they do business, this model is to 
analyze and evaluate the current status and future 
development of ePTW. Once the system is done, the 
researcher is be able to evaluate the research result base on 
this model. 
To capture, analyze and evaluate appropriate PTW model, 
Gartner Analytic Maturity Assessment Model [16] (See 
Fig.3) is used as per below: 
What happened? One of the Electricians had an accident due 
to his feed was crushed by an anode. 
Why did it happen? One of the root causes is equipment 
isolation failure which not determine on PTW because the 
worker did not do risk assessment onsite and did do the risk 
assessment properly. To make sure the worker in the 
premises can be solve by using [17] and [18] GPS utilization 
for attendance management and work performance 
management. Collect location (outdoor) information, give a 

complete overview of employee whereabout, moreover [19] 
using fiducial detection and orientation from a database than 
using CCTV camera for indoor navigation using pedestrian 
dead reckoning algorithm, the overall appreciation was 
positive (average score of 79.7%). The navigation was 
viewed as effective (73.9%). Another worker identification 
method can be use also as face recognition [20] using 
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) which is a statistic 
technique that transforms a multivariate dataset of 
intercorrelated variables into a dataset of new uncorrelated 
linear combinations of the original variables. It also 
introduces a framework of multimodal 2D and 3D face 
recognition which utilize facial information at the enrollment 
and image construction. On the other hand [21] using 
convolutional neural network (CNN) performance have been 
improve greatly through the year from 97% to 99%, they 
proposed a Max-Feature-Map operation to obtain a compact 
and low dimensional face representation. Small kernel sizes 
of convolution layers, Network in Network layers and 
Residual Blocks have been implemented to reduce parameter 
space and improve performance. And for isolation failure 
[22] approach by embedded system (GPS & GSM Asset 
Tracker) to provide an alternative solution to know vehicle 
location in case has been stolen, this asset tracker module 
from Particle IO [23] is also suitable to create smart padlock 
prototype (See Fig. 5).  
What will happened? This issue was a common problem 
throughout the plant, that issuer and receiver failed to comply 
with procedure, and there is no system to monitor or control 
this behavior. At a later stage, there is a high chance that 
similar problem will rise. 
What should I do? Generally, the manual PTW is to be 
enhanced with ePTW in a way to give decision support for 
the user, this can be achieved by taking advantage of IoT 
features on mobile phone, e.g. camera can be use as face 
recognition to verify the issuer and receiver authority, then 
use the GPS to verify that the stakeholder is onsite to do 
risk/hazard assessment.  

Another approach on decision automation is to have 
hazard and precaution repository using ePTW established 
data that could provide issuer and receiver key word of 
proper hazard risk assessment on the system, that will enable 
to assist the worker on how to control or have a precaution on 
define hazard. By using [24] Fuzzy Bag-of-Words (FBoW) 
method the system able to adopts a fuzzy mapping based on 
the semantic correlation among words quantified by cosine 
similarity measures between word embeddings. Since word 
semantic matching instead of exact word string matching is 
used, the FBoW could encode more semantics into the 
numerical representation, e.g., user feed the hazard 
identification form with “Tripping by pavement” than on 

corrective action precaution form, computer will suggest the 
user to “aware surrounding, Paint the pavement, 

housekeeping, etc.” it will give clear suggestion to user what 
is the preventive action to be taken, all these machine 
learning methods could really help the user to define the 
correct hazard identification for specific job.  
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And embedded JSP (Job Safety Practice) related to the 
equipment or work setup, to predefined risk/hazard 
assessment on ePTW automatically.  

 
Fig.3. Analytic Maturity Assessment Model 

V. PROPOSED METHODS 

Under the suggested framework, ePTW Process Flow 
Chart is created as shown in Fig.4, The first step 
“Preparation” the receiver is to be recognized, then explain 
the work description, any associate equipment involves, 
attached (doc, pdf, etc.) if any related JSP to the system. 
Notify the issuer for the ePTW work plan to issue and in the 
background GPS location is recorded. Than review ePTW, by 
recognizing the issuer if succeed than input the requirement 
such as; timing, hours, validation/shift, the location of the 
work being done, work order number, and if the ePTW 
required extension / continuous work for more than one day, 
required another permit, etc. In the background, GPS location 
is recorded.  

 
Fig.4. Process Flow Chart 

Moreover, both (issuer & receiver) visit the site to do risk 
assessment, to make sure that the recorded person is the one 
conducting the risk assessment, they have to validate by face 
recognition using convolutional neural network (CNN) 
algorithm and confirm by fiducial marker location [19] as 
well GPS location on the background.  

The Second, if required isolation than lock out tag out 
(LOTO) sensor (See Fig. 5) will be added in a way to make 
sure that the worker is doing the job as per procedure. The 
worker could generate LOTO list to prevent others to unlock 
the smart pad lock or manual pad lock. After everything settle 
as per the procedure and risk assessment the permit can be 
issue and worker could start they work. 
The fourth step, if the jobs were not done and required 
extension than they have to repeat the first step to visit the site 
and conduct the risk assessment and so on, however if the 
jobs have completed and they have cleared or normalize all 

related isolation and test the normal function than its required 
to input post hazard evaluation for future endeavor by 
receiver, so the ePTW can be close by issuer.  

 
Fig.5. Smart LOTO Prototype 

 
Moreover, ePTW Cloud computing application model is 
introduced to enabled for ubiquitous cozy, on-demand 
network access to computing resources, which can be 
released and added quickly [25]. The user does not need 
knowledge, expertise, or control over the cloud computing 
infrastructure [26]. As shown in Fig.6. the system will be 
using service-oriented architecture that breakdown the user 
services into small services, such as ePTW request, ePTW 
issue, Risk Assessment and Face Recognition. The common 
services are to support the user services by providing the 
support data (hazard dataset, Training record, etc.) and ePTW 
management.  

Fig. 6. ePTW Services Architecture 

To determine the successful of this research, mobile maturity 
model [15] which are divided into mobile void, mobile aware, 
mobile enabled and mobile enterprise. As per the evaluation 
of current PTW system falls under mobile void, therefore the 
suggestion maturity model evaluation would be as per the 
following: 
 Mobile Void: No mobile/system information exists 

(Current PTW). 
 Mobile Aware: ePTW established in the form of mobile 

application. And current transaction (Create & Issue 
PTW) is recorded. 

 Mobile Enabled: Deviation related to PTW (Conduct 
risk/Hazard Assessment Onsite) is rectify, time taken to 
conduct PTW (before and after) is improved to boost the 
productivity and customer/user ePTW perception/ 
satisfactory are met.  

VI. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

As per the propose method of ePTW the results would be as 
per the following process: 
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1. Established electronic form to fill all the PTW 
requirement as shown in Fig.7 the requester/receiver 
could easily create ePTW anytime and anywhere. 

 
Fig.7. ePTW System Information 

As shown in Fig.8 a survey audit on different categories are 
introduced to answer some of the problem in PTW system. 
This survey is conducted by 10 experiences employee both 
in safety and work with the following question: 
 Is the PTW system compel the worker to do risk 
assessment onsite? 
 Does the system prevent unauthorized people to alter the 
PTW? 
 Does the system support hazard collection? 
 Does the PTW has consistent record and easy to find? 
 Does the system effective as hazard precaution? 
 Does the system provide embedded JSP? 
 Does the system effectively show LOTO notification? 
 Does the system support multi equipment hazard 
evaluation? 
 How long required to create PTW (minute)? 
 How long required to close PTW (minute)? 

The survey answer is using value range from 1 to 5, which 1 
= Totally Dis-Agree and 5 = Totally Agreed.  
Based on performance survey comparation between the 
current PTW with ePTW, it shows that the ePTW had 
higher score feedback from user in all assessment terms. 
 

 
Fig.8. PTW Performance Survey 

As shown in Fig.9 from ten correspondent the ePTW make 
the time taken to create or completed the PTW is dramatically 
improved, which boost the worker productivity and more 
efficient. This happened because the ePTW you can access it 
from any device and anywhere so the requester could create 
the ePTW request before they meet up with issuer, not like 

the conventional one they have to collect the form than fill it 
than again search the issuer, if the issuer or the form not 
available than its create un-necessary hustle and wasting of 
time.  

 
Fig.9. PTW Time Comparison 

2. Another result as shown in Fig.10 is a way to solve the 
procedure deviation result, by make sure the worker doing 
the risk assessment onsite, face recognition to verify the 
identity and capture the GPS Location is introduced, and it 
had create a reliable system to prevent worker from deviate 
from the procedure which increase the compliance and 
increase safety culture by prevent worker to take short cut 
and direct them to do the task as per procedure. 

 
Fig.10. Face Recognition Verification 

3. Moreover, the deviation result on preventing equipment 
from running whilst the worker doing the works by smart 
LOTO, as shown in Fig.11 the performance IoT (GSM & 
WIFI) within different location and network connection 
(handshake) on location H and location I had blank spot 
which should be rectify by providing reliable WIFI 
connection on that area or using WIF IoT. The WIFI IoT 
have proven reliable on network connection and receive 
command from the application. The response time a lot 
faster than the GSM IoT, also there is a gap related to 
procedure and safety principal, that the GSM could 
remotely unlock the smart LOTO from distance its mean 
that the worker might not present on the premises to unlock 
the device which could increase potential hazard.  
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Fig.11. IoT Signal Evaluation 

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS 

This paper provide insight on how to enhance the PTW by 
using information technology to create electronic permit to 
work system (ePTW) to solve the deviation within PTW such 
as the creation of hazard risk assessment by using references 
from hazard dataset and available JSP for particular 
equipment which give the worker overview of safety 
precaution before doing their job in particular equipment or 
premises. And also, ePTW make sure both worker (Receiver 
and Issuer) are in the job premises to do risk assessment and 
to see the real condition on the job site and prevent the worker 
to cuts corner by using face recognition as identification and 
GPS location. Moreover, if the job required isolation, the 
Smart LOTO (IoT WIFI) could be used for many workers on 
different section and it not required each of the 
worker/section to provide padlock, just add lock on LOTO 
list on particular equipment to avoid other worker/section to 
unlock the Smart LOTO.   

It is inevitable that the current system had lack in many 
areas such as onsite hazard risk assessment, Embedded JSP, 
etc. and the performance of PTW system had exceeded 
maturity evaluation level, from mobile void to mobile 
enabled and base on that the research has finally reach the 
objective. 

Even though most of research area on PTW have been 
covered however for the future works the ePTW information 
system required is to be integrated with other system that 
could become enterprise solution and also the system 
required to be developed on other platform such as IOS, also 
on ePTW there’s should be a sentiment analysis to analyze 

rather the ePTW had better acceptance and method statement 
in a way to develop more reliable and efficient ePTW in 
future endeavors. 
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